Icosahedral short-range order in glass is modeled by a crystalline packing of atoms in S, known as polytope 120. We diagonalize realistic electronic Hamiltonians using the symmetry group of polytope 120. We predict band structures for amorphous semiconductors and transition metals.
INTRODUCTION
showed rough agreement between the x-ray structure functions of the polytope and metallic glass. Sachdev and Nelson" found improved agreement when they included the long-range disorder present in I .
The situation should be similar in the electronic properties. We expect the best agreement in quantities which are more sensitive to the short-range order than to the longrange disorder. At low energies and long wavelengths, ' the different topologies of R and S lead to discrepancies in the electronic properties. We expect the best agreement in the energy range corresponding to wavelengths of the order of a few atomic diameters.
In the present paper, we compute the spectra of realistic I. STRUCTURE QF POLYTOPE 120 Coxeter described how 120 atoms can pack in S in such a way that each atom has icosahedral coordination.
We construct fragments of this polytope in R (Fig. 1) .
The sphere S is isomorphic with the group SU(2). We give coordinates for atoms in polytope 120 in terms of corresponding SU(2) matrices. We recognize the resulting 120-element subspace of SU (2) (1.5b)
The second coordination shell has 20 members, F2 --[u =e'~' ': n points to faces of an icosahedronI .
(1.5c)
The third coordination shell has 12 members, V3 --Iu: u&V~I .
(1.5d) I he fourth coordination shell has 30 members, E4 --I u =e'~~' ': n points to edges of an icosahedronI .
(1.5e)
The fifth coordination shell has 12 members, Vg --I -u: u&V)J .
The sixth coordination shell has 20 members, F, =I -u: ueF, I .
(1.5f) (1.5g)
We denote arbitrary irreducible representations of Y' by the lower-case Greek letters a, 13, y, and 6. Table I We recognize that the SU (2) Table I .
In Table I Electrons in d orbitals in 1R have atomic wave functions %,(r)=1'2, (r)f(~r~) (2.27) Note that the second term in Eq. (2.24) is just H' act--ing on f~. Thus, H' becomes a 2&&2 matrix in the basis of P and (f, (2.29) where the spherical harmonic depends only on the angular part of r&R . The tight-binding overlap integrals form a matrix, V,b (n) = f d 'r+a (r -n) 4(r) Vb (r), (2.28) where n HS points from atom b to atom a. We assume atomic spacing is equal to one. The potential energy A(r) has the point-group symmetry of the site of atom b.
We adapt Eq. It is instructive to study the dependence of V,b on n. 
. (2.33) where the independent overlap integrals o. ,~, and 6 are phenomenological parameters. Any other u H V& has the form u =ucou '. Let R"bethe operator which rotates n under the homomorphism SU(2) -+SO(3). Equation (2.28) 
We used the symmetry of 6 to derive Eq. (2.33) . where co is the standard element of V& defined in Eq. (2.30) . Now, we relate the matrices in Eq. (2.41 ) evaluated at ucou ', to the same matrices evaluated at co. Equation -, (1 -Q)0. Note the similarity between Fig. 3(a) Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b) ]. Note the gaps within the valence and conduction bands. These gaps ar'ise from the gap in Fig. 4(a) . Such gaps do not exist in amorphous silicon.
3O
The crystalline silicon density of states vanishes at isolated points. ' Polytope 240 describes the structure factor of amorphous silicon poorly also. ' We believe that polytope 240 models silicon poorly because it contains only even numbered rings, whereas successful models contain many odd numbered rings.
Gallium arsenide strongly favors even numbered rings. Table II ).
We plot the d-band density of states in Fig. 5 
